SR540/SR800 Extension Tube Installation

**DO NOT LEAVE MACHINE UNATTENDED WHILE ROASTING**

You’ll find one glass tube, three flat silicone bands, and one double lip seal.

First install the double lip seal from the narrow end up to the flare of the glass. The lip opening should be facing down towards the narrow end of the glass.

Then, install the flat silicone rings to the bottom of the narrow end of the glass tube. Stack all three bands on top of each other. Make sure they are flush with the bottom of the glass.

Slide the glass tube into your original glass chamber. The top double lip seal goes around the top of the original glass.

Visit Homeroastingsupplies.com for installation video.

**CAUTION:** Going above the manufacturer’s specified amount of green coffee can run the risk of plugging the chaff basket and causing a chaff fire. The user must inspect and monitor the chaff basket for fullness and adjust the bean quantity as needed.